Spontaneous mutations in bacteria are generally reversible. Consequently, in a medium where prototrophy confers no selective advantage, various auxotrophs (and other mutant types) should acclumulate until for each type the number is such that the loss-by mutation to prototrophy should equal the gain by mutation to the corresponding auxotrophic condition. That is to say, mutational equilibria should be established.
Spontaneous mutations in bacteria are generally reversible. Consequently, in a medium where prototrophy confers no selective advantage, various auxotrophs (and other mutant types) should acclumulate until for each type the number is such that the loss-by mutation to prototrophy should equal the gain by mutation to the corresponding auxotrophic condition. That is to say, mutational equilibria should be established.
Nevertheless it is common experience that prototrophic bacterial populations continuously maintained on complex media remain essentially prototrophic and contain at any time a very small proportion of auxotrophs. Conversely, under the same conditions, populations started from an auxotroph remain essentially auxotrophic and contain at any time a very small proportion of prototrophs. The forward and reverse mutation rates for any pair of alleles can lead to only one equilibrium, yet everyday experience shows us that two stable equilibria exist for each-known mutant in bacteria. We may conclude therefore that for each mutant at least one of the equilibrium ratios cannot be attributed to a balance of mutation rates.
The above considerations serve to emphasize the ubiquitous role of selection in controlling the stability of bacterial populations which would otherwise become extremely heterogeneous as a result of mutation pressure. Perhaps it is not too surprising then, that we have found as a result of experiments to be described below that there exists in Escherichia coli a mechanism for stabilization of the major component of the population by the simultaneous suppression of all mutants.
Materials and Methods.-The four initial stocks of E. coli (strain 15) used in these experiments were histidine requiring, lactose non-fermenting (h-lac-); histidine independent, lactose non-fermenting (h+ lac-); histidine requiring, lactose fermenting (h-lac+); and histidine independent, lactose fermenting (h+ lac+). Increase of h+ to equilibrium. A, composite of eight ST experiments.
B, data from a single ST. Decrease of h+ in four experiments started with various ratios above equilibrium. Arrow A indicates point of isolation of components used in reconstructions shown in figure 4 (A), and arrow B of those used in figure 4 ( tubes containing 10 cc. of H+. These were grown to full turbidity at 37°C. and mixed in the desired proportions. Where it was desired to begin the ST with no hs+ present, the inoculum was diluted to contain about 104 hs-. When STs were to be started from Is-and hs+ isolated from previous STs, ten colonies from H+ ad H-agar, respectively, were isolated to nutrient agar slants and an inoculum from each was prepared as above.
The ten hs-inocula were mixed in equal proportions, the ten hs+ similarly mixed, and finally the desired starting ratio of hs+ to hs-was constructed from the two mixtures.
Results.-In STs started from inocula containing only h-, the h+ increased until after about 15 to 20 transfers (100 to 140 generations) an equilibrium ratio of about 1 h+ per 106 h-was obtained as shown in figure 1(A). When STs were started with various initial h+/h-ratios ranging from less than 1 h+ to about 100 h+ per 106 h-, the equilibrium was reached eventually, as shown in figure 2 . A curious feature of h+/hratios above equilibrium is the plateau region of some 30 transfers which always intervenes between the start of the experiments and the fall to A similar series of STs was set up with various starting ratios of h+ lac-/h-lac+ and also of h+kac+/h-kac-. These experiments show the effects of selection alone, since in each case the h+ arising from hby mutation can be distinguished by its lactose fermentation character from the h+ added at the beginning of the experiment. The lactose fermentation markers were used reciprocally in different experiments to rule out the possibility that they confer, in themselves, any selective advantage or disadvantage. In all cases the equilibrium ratio is reached by the unmarked h+ which arise by mutation from h- (Fig. 3(B) ), while the marked (added) h+ remain essentially constant for about 30 transfers, then rapidly disappear as shown in figure 3(A) . In addition to these data thirty-six similar experiments gave the same results. Thus, both marked and unmarked h+ have the same duration of temporary stability.
The results of experiments with high h+/h-ratios and with marked h+ suggested that the h-had, at the time of the rapid decrease of h+, a selective advantage over the h+ present at this time. Since this interpretation seemed, superficially at least, to be contradicted by the concurrent maintenance of equilibrium of the unmarked h+, it was tested directly by reconstructing high h+/h-ratios from the h-and h+ components isolated from plates at a time shortly after the beginning of the rapid decline of h+/h-ratio (arrow A) in experiments like that shown in figure 2. These reconstructed ratios showed in every case (eleven experiments in all) an immediate fall of h+ ratio to equilibrium as in figure 4(A). These experiments demonstrate that a selective advantage of h-over h+ existed at the time the components were isolated. However, further reconstruction experiments where the components were isolated from the same ST as in the previous experiment, but shortly after equilibrium was reached (arrow B, Fig. 2) , showed an entirely different result as in figure 4(B). At this time no selective advantage of h-was manifested until after 30 transfers, more or less, during which time the proportion of h+ remained essentially constant. Finally, there was another rapid decline of h+ to equilibrium, just as in the previous experiments shown in figure 2. Thus we see that during the fall of h+/h-ratio to equilibrium the h-appears to have a selective advantage over h+, but when equilibrium is reached both the h-and h+ components appear to have, temporarily, no difference in selective advantage. Now, the question arises whether the h+ at equilibrium in these experiments has gained in selective advantage to match that of h-, or the hhas somehow lost its ability to overwhelm h+. To decide this, h+ was isolated from an ST in which an initially high h+/h-ratio had dropped ta equilibrium, and was placed in competition with the h-which had been originally used to start the ST. In experiments of this type (eight in all) the h+ always rapidly replaced h-until the whole culture became prototrophic. Thus we see that the selective advantage which appears first in the h-component in these experiments is very soon afterward possessed by both components (Fig. 4(B) ).
These reconstruction experiments have been done for three STs in sequence. To make this clear we can designate the initial com-ponents of the first ST as ho-and ho+. These were started at a high h+/-h-ratio and after equilibrium was reached h-and h+ were isolated from the equilibrium population. Since they both can be distinguished from ho-and ho+ by their greater selective advantage they can now be designated hA-and hi+. This process was repeated starting with hA-and hA+ and weobtainedkh-andh2+. Similarly,fromthesewehave ha-and ha+. The results of placing the third of these derived components in competition with the others in various combinations are shown in figure 5 . Each successive cycle has resulted in a new strain which is able to overwhelm the previous strain.
A. In the above experiments, the bacteria with selective advantage al- As each successive type of h--reaches its peak, the previous h-and h+ are eliminated and the new h+ bacteria must arise by mutation from the new h-. According to this interpretation, the h+/h-equilibrium is actually the resultant of a series of curves as shown in figure 6 . Since we have no knowledge of the rates of mutation to advantageous types, or of the relation between the proportion of selectively advantageous mutants and the strength of selection pressure, we cannot tell what sort of periodic fluctuations in the equilibrium ratio are to be expected. Sampling error and the grouping together of data from many experiments, as in figure 1 (A) conspire to mask any periodicity. In individual experiments where the population was sampled at frequent intervals, periodicity is visible as in figure 1(B) . In any case, if this interpretation is correct, the equilibrium of h+/h -should be maintained at that level where the number of h+ present is equal to the number which will be added (by mutation of h-to h+ and subsequent growth of h+) in the time necessary for the initial h+ to disappear. Thus we see that the system would operate to produce the equivalent of selection against h+. Similar population shifts resulting from the appearance of more advantageous types have been reported by Stocker6, Schneider2, and Novick and Szilard7. Lieb has found the mutation rate, a, from h-to h/+ to be 2.86 X 10-and the mutation rate, b, from h+ to h-to be 1.2 X 10. At mutational equilibrium:
h-b The observed h+/h-ratio at equilibrium averages 1.3 X 10-6. Therefore a strong selection against h+ must be postulated.8 The average time necessary to eliminate the h+ can be estimated from experiments like those in figures 2 and 3 and appears to vary between 200 and 300 generations.
Since an equilibrium is maintained, it follows that the number of h+ present at equilibrium must be added by mutation and growth within this time. Ryan and Schneider4 have shown that in order to account for the rate of increase of h+ in small h-populations where h+ mutants first appear, it is necessary to assume that each h+ produces no additional h+ for about two generations after it arises by mutation. They have attributed this to segregation lag, which will be fully described in their paper. If we assume a segregation lag of two generations and compute the h+ added per transfer from the following equation (valid for g > 3):
Where a = 2.86 X 10-8 is the mutation rate from h-to h+; No = 2.5 X 108 is the h-inoculum of each transfer; and g = 6.64 is the number of generations per transfer, we find that 950 h+ are added per transfer, of which 9.5 on the average are included in the next inoculum. At the equilibrium of 1.3 h+/106 h-, 325 h+ are carried on the average in each inoculum. Now by the time 325 additional h+ are added, the original 325 must have disappeared for equilibrium to be maintained. Thus the replacement of hi+ by A2+, for instance, would occur with this assumption within 325/9.5 = 34 transfers (or about 225 generations). This figure compares very favorably with the time necessary to eliminate marked h+ in experiments such as those in figure 3 , and thus lends support to the assumption of segregation lag. It should be reemphasized that no prediction about the shape of the equilibrium curve follows from this line of reasoning. It serves only to show that the replacement phenomenon supplies selection of the right order of magnitude to account for the equilibrium.
We suppose that the periodic replacement phenomenon which we observe in these cultures would take place in the absence of the conditions for its recognition. Thus the selection against h+ in the presence of hmay be regarded as having no relation to any intrinsic properties conferred by these genotypes. The genes in the population which are favored by periodic replacement are simply those having numerical superiority, since the selectively advantageous mutations will virtually always occur in association with these genes. When the predominant type is replaced periodi-cally, all other mutant types which it has produced are eliminated and must arise anew by mutation (Fig. 7) . Thus periodic replacement selects simultaneously against all types arising by mutation, whether or not they are selected against in any other way.
It is important to note that this does not affect the possibilities for adaptation to new environments, since if the environment selects against the predominant type, periodic replacement will be arrested until the population is transformed by the adaptive growth of the appropriate mutant. For example, if h-containing a small proportion of h+ is placed in Hmedium the adaptive growth of h+ results.5
Some appreciation of the adaptive value of periodic selection can be gained from a consideration of the stability of a prototrophic population on a complex medium. There are reasons for believing that the mutation rates to auxotrophy are in general higher than the rates to prototrophy. As has been pointed out by Liebl there are more ways of genetically blocking a reaction sequence than of restoring a single genetic block. In the case of h-and h+ Lieb found the mutation rate to auxotrophy to be more than fifty times that to prototrophy. Assume that a prototrophic population which is mutating to (conservatively) 25 different auxotrophic conditions with a fiftyfold mutation pressure toward each is placed in a medium which does not select against these auxotrophs. The equilibrium value for each independent auxotrophic condition would be 49 auxotrophs to one prototroph. With only 25 such equilibria independently established, the frequency of prototrophs in this population would be about 10-42. This is a total loss of ability to readapt to a simple medium. Thus, in the absence of some other equally general mechanism, periodic selection becomes a necessary condition for bacteria which remain prototrophic while growing on complex media.
In estimating the general importance of this form of selection as a stabilizer of bacterial populations, the prime consideration is whether selectively advantageous types can continue to occur indefinitely, or whether the potentiality for such mutations will be exhausted within a certain time. At this time we can present no data which give a final answer to this question. In one serial transfer experiment which lasted for 1000 generations the equilibrium was maintained throughout. If the periodic selection mechanism failed to operate, the h+ would increase either to mutational equilibrium or possibly to an equilibrium governed by some other mechanism of selection. Since this did not occur the conclusion is justified that the population was replaced about 4.5 times in this experiment. As we have seen, there are more general considerations which seem to demand the existence of some mechanism which acts to prevent the increase of many mutants simultaneously. While it is difficult to imagine an indefinite increase in the ability of a bacterial population to select against all ancestral populations, it is perhaps more credible to suppose that such selective advantage might operate only on a limited number of the ancestral populations and that eventually we might arrive at a point where some ancestral type would actually have a selective advantage over the type at hand. If all of these types are accessible by mutation we may propose a mutational pattem such as shown in figure 7 , in which each member can select against only a few of the previous types. This would insure the perpetual operation of the periodic selection mechanism. This scheme does not imply that the mutations are directed, since mutations to types which are temporarily disadvantageous may constantly occur without observable effect. The value of such speculation, and also the question of whether selection involves interactions between populations or is a consequence of intrinsic growth rate differences remains to be determined by further research.
Summary.-Experiments involving the serial transfer of cultures of E. coli for long periods of time show that, for reasons not fully understood at present, the population is periodically replaced by a new type arising in the predominant component and characterized by a selective advantage over the previous type. Thus any clone within the population has a certain maximum lifetime which limits the number of mutants which can be produced and established during its growth. Consequently, the predominant genotype does not yield to mutation pressure. This phenomenon may be regarded as a general mechanism that postpones the establishment of mutational equilibria.
